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„In the beginning it was just one thought“

The idea: to generate and design individuality
in combination with performance. In a branche where is no space for mistakes to set up
a product and a brand which has never been
there before.
The purposes: from the beginning clearly defined! Exclusivity, precision and quality. Every vehicle is a hand crafted masterpiece with
character.
Since the foundation in 1999, speedART has
pursued a logical strategy of growth and
progress. By a narrow collaboration with our
developing partners from the most different
technology regions in Germany and worldwide, the combination of traditional craftsmanship and the modern production procedure is
also assured for the future.
Results? Our biggest success is if you express
the enthusiasm for your car with a smile.
Everything that counts: perfect evolution! To
go a step further without loosing the aims out
of sight. That is our task.

„You have to try the impossible, to reach the
possible.“
Hermann Hesse

PS9
The design of the so called “PS9 - 650”
(Panamera Speed with 650hp) was completely designed in CAD which guarantees a perfect quality and finish of the
parts and also a harmonic look of the
whole car.
The target was to create a sportive look
without disturbing the proportions and
to reduce and optimize the CW-values.
Especially the rear has become more

sportive because of the new speedART
lining. An improved downforce prepares
this sportive limousine with the speedART powerkit for every operational area.
The concept of the two-tone painting is
reflecting in the area of the rear diffuser,
side skirts, rear wing and front chin spoiler and creates a whole new look of the
car in the lower sections.

„Thinking and being are determined by
the contradiction.“
Aristoteles

PS9

Many exterior carbon aplications in black matt
like the mirror housings, front fender air outlets, rear border trim and the air outlet of the
engine hood have been installed.
Also components of real red carbon have been
installed in the interior and engine area. Together with the red stitching, red safety belts,
red instrument dials and the alloy pedal set,
those parts generate a harmonic atmosphere
of high class luxury and convincing sportiness.
The 365mm Airbag sport steering wheel with
F1-shift paddles feels ergonomic and also provides a shifting procedure like in Formula 1.

„Who wants to interest, must provoke.“
Salvador Dali

PS9

In case of the power speedART has made as
usual a balanced package between sportiness,
agility, performance and daily driving usability.
The first test have shown good results and
speedART will push the development further.
Powerkits from 520hp up to 650hp and 890Nm
torque with modified turbochargers, sport-catalysts, sport-exhaust system with sound control and Design tailpipes are particularly available or in preparation. The acceleration of the
650hp version is 3.5s from 0-62 mph and has a
V-max about 202 mph.
The sport-exhaust system has a modular design which allows to modify it step by step just sound or additional power.

„The living of the imagination is no escape in
the unreal, it is boldness and invention.“
Eugene Ionesco

speedART

PS9
To finish and finalize the outfit, the speedART wheel design „LSC-FORGED“ (LightSpoke-Competition, forged) has been
constructed in 22”.
Of course speedART has designed the
wheels with the USP of a 23” center star
and the spokes also are going over the
outer rim which gives that design a fantastic wide look.

„The talents are often not so unequal,
assiduity and character are making the
difference.“
Theodor Fontane

Aerodynamic
24:00
PS9 Front chin spoiler
PS9 Front chin spoiler for fitting at the original front bumper for more downforce and an
improved brake cooling
		
Painting and fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.010
Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.010UM

03:00

PS9 Air outlet engine hood plastic
Set of PS9 air outlet engine hood in PU-RIM for an improved heat removal
		
Painting and fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.020
Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.020UM

03:00

PS9 Air outlet engine hood carbon
Set of PS9 air outlet engine hood in carbon black for an improved heat removal, surface
shiny or matt
Carbon black		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.030
Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.030UM
Image similar

Aerodynamic
24:00

PS9 Headlight covers
PS9-headlight covers made of ABS-plastic
		
Painting and fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.015
Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.015UM

24:00

PS9 Side skirts
Set of PS9 side skirts for more downforce and a sportive Look
		
Painting and fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.040
Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.040UM

01:30

PS9 Air outlet front fender carbon
Set of PS9 air outlet front fender in carbon, surface shiny or matt
Carbon black		
Carbon special color		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.030
Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.040
Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.040UM

01:00

Aerodynamic

PS9 Mirror housing carbon
Set of PS9 mirror housing in carbon, surface shiny or matt
Carbon black		
Carbon special color 		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.010
Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.020
Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.020UM

24:00
PS9 Rear diffuser
PS9 rear diffuser for fitting at the original rear bumper for more downforce and a sportive
Look
		
Painting and fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.050
Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.050UM

24:00

PS9 Rear air outlet
Set of PS9 rear air outlet for fitting at the original rear bumper for a sportive Look
		
Painting and fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.060
Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.060UM

00:30

Aerodynamic

PS9 Rear border trim carbon
PS9 rear border trim in carbon, surface shiny or matt
Carbon black		
Carbon special color		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.050
Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.060
Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.060UM

24:00
PS9 Rear spoiler
PS9 rear spoiler for fitting at the original trunk bonnet for more downforce and a sportive
Look
		
Painting and fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.070
Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.070UM

72:00
PS9 Rear spoiler EVO
PS9-EVO rear spoiler inclusive spoiler wing for fitting at the original trunk bonnet for more
downforce and a sportive look
				
Painting and fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.160.050.075
Art. Nr.: P70.160.050.075UM

Aerodynamic
72:00
PS9 Rear spoiler EVO carbon
PS9-EVO rear spoiler inclusive spoiler wing in real carbon for fitting at the original trunk
bonnet for more downforce and a sportive look
				
Painting and fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.160.050.076
Art. Nr.: P70.160.050.076UM

72:00

PS9 Aerokit
Content: front chin spoiler, side skirts, rear diffuser, rear air outlet and rear spoiler
				
Painting and fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.200
Art. Nr.: P70.170.050.200UM

Suspension
Optimum transmission, high cornering
speed, controlable at the limits and a
safe driveability.
Sportive or comfortable! We do the setup like you wish. Modern suspensions
with active controled systems are offering still an optimizing of driveability because the most series suspensions are
a compromise of sportive and comfort.
We can offer you various opportunities

from comfortable suspension to complete adjustable coilover systems.
A brilliant cooperation between our development partner and test drivers is
setting us in the lucky position to go on
moving the limits of driving physics in
your favor.
„Faith to those who search the truth and
doubt those who already have found.“
Andre Gide

Suspension
01:00
Lowering module 30 mm for vehicles with air-ride system
Electronical lowering module for vehicles with airride-suspension, the vehicle can be lowered on front axle 30 mm and on rear axle 20 mm. All height levels are still available. Axles
can be adjusted separately
				
Fitting				

Art. Nr.: P70.350.002
Art. Nr.: P70.350.002UM

08:00
Sport springs for Panamera 4S / S / V6 without air-ride system
Sport springs for Panamera 4S / S / V6 without air-ride system
Lowering about 35 mm for a more direct and more sportive driving dynamic
				
Survey and fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.330.001
Art. Nr.: P70.330.001UM

Brakes
From 62 to 0 mph faster than from 0 to
62 mph.
To secure safety by power improved vehicles, it is necessary to adapt the brakes the engine power. Like the suspension, the brakes also can be improved in
different ways.
Sport brake systems up to race brake
systems made of ceramic component

material. We can offer different opportunties and the right setup for your
requirements. To get an maximum in
brake performance all components like
suspension, wheels and tires have to be
attuned well. Different motorsport and
hightech materials are taking place in
here.
Together with our technology and developing partner we are trying to improve

the different systems and technics in security, reliability, performance and driving pleasure.

„Who says A must not say B. He can also
recognise that A was wrong.“
Bertolt Brecht

Brakes
02:00

Stainless steel brake hoses
Stainless steel brake hoses, reduces the fading effect during heavy braking
				
Fitting and brake fluid		

Art. Nr.: P70.330.150.010
Art. Nr.: P70.330.150.010UM

02:00
Brake-disc Upgrade FA 390mm without PCCB
Brake-disc Upgrade 390mm, slotted and drilled version
FA: 390mm, 2-piece, for series brake systems without PCCB
				
Fitting and brake fluid		

Art. Nr.: P70.330.150.020
Art. Nr.: P70.330.150.020UM

06:00
Sport brake system 405mm front- / rear axle
Sport brake system 405mm, slotted and drilled version
FA: 405 x 34mm 2-piece, 6-pistons, RA: 380 x 28mm 2-piece, 4-pistons
Calipers painted in black, yellow, red or silver, Comfort / Sport or Race brake pads for
choice, Maybe only in combination with 22“ wheels
				
Fitting and brake fluid		

Art. Nr.: P57.363.436.TBR
Art. Nr.: P57.363.436.TBRUM
Image similar

Brakes
06:00
Sport brake system 436mm front- / rear axle
Sport brake system 436mm, drilled version
FA: 436 x 38mm 2-piece, 6-pistons, RA: 380 x 32mm 2-piece, 4-pistons
Calipers painted in yellow, Comfort / Sport or Race brake pads for choice
Maybe only in combination with 22“ wheels
				
Fitting and brake fluid		

Art. Nr.: P57.363.436.TBR
Art. Nr.: P57.363.436.TBRUM
Image similar

72:00

Special paint brake calipers
Special paint of brake calipers
Color freely selectable
				
Fitting and brake fluid		

Art. Nr.: P97.351.001
Art. Nr.: P97.351.001UM

Wheels
Form follows function or reversed, just
how you wish. Give your car an individual taste.
No matter if one piece forged or modular. Between different variants and types can be chosen.
Also we can offer individual paint jobs or
powder coatings of wheel center, wheel
lip and wheel bed in various colors. For

sportive and race driving we have weight
reduced wheels in our product range.
Another enhancement in value you can
reach with our harmonic wheel designs.
Strong contours or smooth curves are
creating a special and personal appearance of your car and highlight the
claims of sportive elegance.

„The normality is a paved street, you
can go well on it, however, there grow
no flowers on her.“
Vincent van Gogh

Light Spoke Competition - FORGED 22“

3-piece screwed

LSC - FORGED 22“

LSC - FORGED wheel front axle		
LSC - FORGED wheel, 3-piece screwed, forged center
Front axle: 9,5 x 22“
				

Art. Nr.: P11.LSC.110.010

LSC - FORGED wheel rear axle		
LSC - FORGED wheel, 3-piece screwed, forged center
Rear axle: 11 x 22“
				

Art. Nr.: P11.LSC.110.020

01:00

LSC - FORGED wheelset		
LSC - FORGED wheelset, 3-piece screwed, forged center
FA: 9,5 x 22“ with 265/30 ZR22, RA: 11 x 22“ with 305/25 ZR22
Tire Continental Sport Contact 3
				

Art. Nr.: P11.LSC.210.PAN

LSC - FORGED 22“

RDK - Tire pressure control
RDK-Sensors for series tire pressure control
Mind the region code in MHZ
				

Art. Nr.: P11.LSC.RDK.040

FSC- Five Spoke Competition 22“

FSC 22“

FSC wheel front axle		
FSC- Five Spoke Competition wheel, 1-piece
Size: 9 x 22“ offset 48
				

Art. Nr.: PF22.FSC.100.010

FSC wheel rear axle
		

FSC- Five Spoke Competition wheel, 1-piece
Size: 10,5 x 22“ offset 55“
				

Art. Nr.: F22.FSC.100.020

01:00

FSC wheelset		
FSC- Five Spoke Competition wheelset, 1-piece
FA: 9 x 22“ offset 48 with 265/30 ZR22
RA: 10,5 x 22“ offset 55 with 305/25 ZR22
Tires Continental Sport Contact 3
				

Art. Nr.: PR22.FSC.100.010PAN

FSC 22“

Special color
Special color for FSC wheel
				

Art. Nr.: R22.FSC.300.010

RDK - Tire pressure control
RDK-Sensors for series tire pressure control
Mind the region code in MHZ
				

Art. Nr.: P11.LSC.RDK.040

Challenge Twin Spoke - FORGED 22“

CTS - FORGED 22“

CTS-FORGED wheel front axle / rear axle
CTS-FORGED wheel, 1-piece forged
Front / rear axle: 10 x 22“
				

Art. Nr.: S23.CTS.958C

01:00

CTS-FORGED wheelset		
CTS-FORGED wheelset, 1-piece forged
FA/RA: 10 x 22“ with 295/30 ZR22,
Tires: Michelin or Continental
				

Art. Nr.: S23.CTS.RSC

RDK - Tire pressure control
RDK-Sensors for series tire pressure control
Mind the region code in MHZ
				

Art. Nr.: P11.LSC.RDK.040

Engine
Power increase based on the newest
standards of technics and on top of the
happening.

on, wheels, tires and brakes it creates
an amazing value of driving dynamic.

Power in every situation, is brought to
the PS9-650.
All components like gearbox, clutch and
engine are so attuned that at every time
the maximum power is available. In cooperation with aerodynamic, suspensi-

„The whole thing is more than the sum
of its parts.“
Aristoteles

Engine Panamera Diesel

01:00

Tailpipes
970 Panamera diesel, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished, fitting with
original clams
		
Art. Nr.: S70.705.200.010
Fitting		
Art. Nr.: S70.705.200.010UM

01:00

Powerkit I 290 PS / 600 Nm
power increase with power box up to 290hp / 600Nm with additional ECU
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.771.070.005
Art. Nr.: P70.771.070.005UM
Image similar

01:30

Powerkit I 300 hp / 630 Nm
power increase to 300hp / 630Nm with modified ECU
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.771.070.010
Art. Nr.: P70.771.070.010UM
Image similar

01:30

Engine Panamera V6

Sport air filter
Sport air filter
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.520.010.020
Art. Nr.: P70.520.010.020UM

01:00

Tailpipes
970 Panamera S, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished, fitting with original
clams
		
Art. Nr.:S70.702.200.010
Fitting		
Art. Nr.: S70.702.200.010UM

06:00

Sport catalysts
200 cells sport-catalysts, stainless steel polished
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.702.210.010
Art. Nr.: S70.702.210.010UM

02:00

Engine Panamera V6

Sport-Exhaust
Sport-exhaust with 2 x 100mm twin tailpipes chrome polished, stainless steel, ExportSound
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.704.210.020
Art. Nr.: S70.704.210.020UM

03:00

Sport exhaust with sound control UPGRADE
Sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished,
EU- or Export-Sound, upgrade for vehicles with original sound switch exhaust
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.704.210.030
Art. Nr.: S70.704.210.030UM

08:00
Sport exhaust with sound control
Sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished,
EU- or Export-Sound, for vehicles without original sound switch exhaust, includes the conversion to control the sound switch via seperate switch button
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.704.210.040
Art. Nr.: S70.704.210.040UM

24:00

Engine Panamera V6

Powerkit I 320 hp / 420 Nm Sport exhaust with sound control UPGRADE
Powerkit I for 320 hp / 420 Nm, sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes,
surface stainless steel polished, sport-catalysts, sport pre-muffler, sport air filter, EU- or
Export-Sound, upgrade for vehicles with original sound switch exhaust
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.741.070.010
Art. Nr.: P70.741.070.010UM

24:00

Powerkit I 320 hp / 420 Nm Sport exhaust with sound control
Powerkit I for 320 hp / 420 Nm, sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes,
surface stainless steel polished, sport-catalysts, sport pre-muffler, sport air filter, EU- or
Export-Sound, for vehicles without original sound switch exhaust, includes the conversion
to control the sound switch via seperate switch button
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.741.070.020
Art. Nr.: P70.741.070.020UM

01:30

Engine Panamera S

Sport air filter
Sport air filter
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.520.010.020
Art. Nr.: P70.520.010.020UM

01:00

Tailpipes
970 Panamera S, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished, fitting with original
clams
		
Art. Nr.:S70.702.200.010
Fitting		
Art. Nr.: S70.702.200.010UM

06:00

Sport catalysts
200 cells sport-catalysts, stainless steel polished
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.702.210.010
Art. Nr.: S70.702.210.010UM

02:00

Engine Panamera S

Sport-Exhaust
Sport-exhaust with 2 x 100mm twin tailpipes chrome polished, stainless steel, ExportSound
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.702.210.020
Art. Nr.: S70.702.210.020UM

03:00

Sport exhaust with sound control UPGRADE
Sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished,
EU- or Export-Sound, upgrade for vehicles with original sound switch exhaust
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.702.210.030
Art. Nr.: S70.702.210.030UM

08:00
Sport exhaust with sound control
Sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished,
EU- or Export-Sound, for vehicles without original sound switch exhaust, includes the conversion to control the sound switch via seperate switch button
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.702.210.040
Art. Nr.: S70.702.210.040UM

24:00

Engine Panamera S

Powerkit I 420 hp / 530 Nm Sport exhaust with sound control UPGRADE
Powerkit I for 420 hp / 530 Nm, sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes,
surface stainless steel polished, sport-catalysts, sport pre-muffler, sport air filter, EU- or
Export-Sound, upgrade for vehicles with original sound switch exhaust
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.741.070.010
Art. Nr.: P70.741.070.010UM

24:00

Powerkit I 420 hp / 530 Nm Sport exhaust with sound control
Powerkit I for 420 hp / 530 Nm, sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes,
surface stainless steel polished, sport-catalysts, sport pre-muffler, sport air filter, EU- or
Export-Sound, for vehicles without original sound switch exhaust, includes the conversion
to control the sound switch via seperate switch button
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.741.070.020
Art. Nr.: P70.741.070.020UM

01:00

PS9 Engine cover carbon
Set of PS9 engine cover in carbon, 3-piece. contains 2 x valve covers and 1 x throttle
valve cover, surface shiny or matt
Carbon black		
Carbon special color		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.070
Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.080
Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.080UM

Engine Panamera S Hybrid

02:00

Sport-Exhaust
Sport-exhaust with 2 x 100mm twin tailpipes chrome polished, stainless steel, ExportSound
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.704.210.020
Art. Nr.: S70.704.210.020UM

08:00
Sport exhaust with sound control
Sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished,
EU- or Export-Sound, for vehicles without original sound switch exhaust, includes the conversion to control the sound switch via seperate switch button
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.704.210.040
Art. Nr.: S70.704.210.040UM

01:00

Powerkit I 450 PS / 570 Nm
power increase with power box up to 450hp / 570Nm with additional ECU
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.771.075.005
Art. Nr.: P70.771.075.005UM
Image similar

01:30

Engine Panamera 4S

Sport air filter
Sport air filter
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.520.010.020
Art. Nr.: P70.520.010.020UM

01:00

Tailpipes
970 Panamera 4S, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished, fitting with original clams
		
Art. Nr.: S70.703.200.010
Fitting		
Art. Nr.: S70.703.200.010UM

06:00

Sport catalysts
200 cells sport-catalysts, stainless steel polished
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.703.210.010
Art. Nr.: S70.703.210.010UM

02:00

Engine Panamera 4S

Sport-Exhaust
Sport-exhaust with 2 x 100mm twin tailpipes chrome polished, stainless steel, ExportSound
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.703.210.020
Art. Nr.: S70.703.210.020UM

03:00

Sport exhaust with sound control UPGRADE
Sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished,
EU- or Export-Sound, upgrade for vehicles with original sound switch exhaust
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.703.210.030
Art. Nr.: S70.703.210.030UM

08:00
Sport exhaust with sound control
Sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished,
EU- or Export-Sound, for vehicles without original sound switch exhaust, includes the conversion to control the sound switch via seperate switch button
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.703.210.040
Art. Nr.: S70.703.210.040UM

24:00

Engine Panamera 4S

Powerkit I 420 hp / 530 Nm Sport exhaust with sound control UPGRADE
Powerkit I for 420 hp / 530 Nm, sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes,
surface stainless steel polished, sport-catalysts, sport pre-muffler, sport air filter, EU- or
Export-Sound, upgrade for vehicles with original sound switch exhaust
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.731.070.010
Art. Nr.: P70.731.070.010UM

24:00

Powerkit I 420 hp / 530 Nm Sport exhaust with sound control
Powerkit I for 420 hp / 530 Nm, sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes,
surface stainless steel polished, sport-catalysts, sport pre-muffler, sport air filter, EU- or
Export-Sound, for vehicles without original sound switch exhaust, includes the conversion
to control the sound switch via seperate switch button
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.731.070.020
Art. Nr.: P70.731.070.020UM

01:00

PS9 Engine cover carbon
Set of PS9 engine cover in carbon, 3-piece. contains 2 x valve covers and 1 x throttle
valve cover, surface shiny or matt
Carbon black		
Carbon special color		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.070
Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.080
Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.080UM

Engine Panamera Turbo

01:30

Sport air filter
Sport air filter
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.520.010.020
Art. Nr.: P70.520.010.020UM

01:00

Tailpipes
970 Panamera Turbo, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished, fitting with
original clams
		
Art. Nr.: S70.701.200.010
Fitting		
Art. Nr.: S70.701.200.010UM

06:00

Sport catalysts
200 cells sport-catalysts, stainless steel polished
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.701.210.010
Art. Nr.: S70.701.210.010UM

Engine Panamera Turbo

02:00

Sport-Exhaust
Sport-exhaust with 2 x 100mm twin tailpipes chrome polished, stainless steel, ExportSound
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.701.210.020
Art. Nr.: S70.701.210.020UM

03:00
Sport exhaust with sound control UPGRADE
Sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished,
EU- or Export-Sound, upgrade for vehicles with original sound switch exhaust
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.701.210.030
Art. Nr.: S70.701.210.030UM

08:00

Sport exhaust with sound control
Sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished,
EU- or Export-Sound, for vehicles without original sound switch exhaust, includes the conversion to control the sound switch via seperate switch button
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.701.210.040
Art. Nr.: S70.701.210.040UM

Engine Panamera Turbo

03:00

Sport exhaust with sound control UPGRADE TITANIUM
970 Panamera Turbo, sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, sport premuffler, made of TITANIUM, EU- or Export-Sound, upgrade for vehicles with original sound
switch exhaust
		
Art. Nr.: S70.701.220.010
Fitting		
Art. Nr.: S70.701.220.010UM

08:00

Sport-Exhaust TITANIUM
970 Panamera Turbo, sport-exhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, sport premuffler, made of TITANIUM, EU- or Export-Sound, for vehicles without original sound switch
exhaust, includes the conversion to control the sound switch via switch button
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: S70.701.220.020
Art. Nr.: S70.701.220.020UM

Engine Panamera Turbo

05:00

Intercooler
Bigger intercoolers with optimized heat release, inclusive pressure hoses, most efficient
with speedART intake-plenum
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.751.079.020
Art. Nr.: P70.751.079.020UM

01:00

Intake-Plenum
Intake-plenum with optimized air rate, inclusive pressure hoses, most efficient with speedART intercoolers
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.751.079.030
Art. Nr.: P70.751.079.030UM

01:00

PS9 Engine cover carbon
Set of PS9 engine cover in carbon, 3-piece. contains 2 x valve covers and 1 x throttle
valve cover, surface shiny or matt
Carbon black		
Carbon special color		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.070
Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.080
Art. Nr.: P70.370.050.080UM

Powerkits Panamera Turbo
24:00
Powerkit I 530 hp / 740 Nm Sport exhaust with sound control UPGRADE
Powerkit I with about 530 hp and 740 Nm for 970 Turbo, sport-exhaust with sound control,
4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished, sport-catalysts, sport pre-muffler,
sport air filter, EU- or Export-Sound, upgrade for vehicles with original sound switch exhaust
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.751.070.010
Art. Nr.: P70.751.070.010UM

24:00
Powerkit I 530 hp / 740 Nm Sport exhaust with sound control
Powerkit I with about 530 hp and 740 Nm for 970 Turbo, sport-exhaust with sound control,
4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished, sport-catalysts, sport pre-muffler,
sport air filter, EU- or Export-Sound, for vehicles without original sound switch exhaust,
includes the conversion to control the sound switch via seperate switch button
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.751.070.020
Art. Nr.: P70.751.070.020UM

01:00

Powerkit II 580+ hp / 820 Nm
Powerkit II with about 580+ hp and 820 Nm for 970 Turbo with additional ECU
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.751.071.010
Art. Nr.: P70.751.071.010UM

Powerkits Panamera Turbo
01:00

Powerkit III 590 hp / 830 Nm
Powerkit III with about 590 hp and 830 Nm for 970 Turbo with modified ECU
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.751.071.020
Art. Nr.: P70.751.071.020UM

24:00
Powerkit IV 600 hp / 850 Nm Sport exhaust with sound control UPGRADE+
Powerkit IV with about 600 hp and 850 Nm for 970 Turbo with additional ECU, sportexhaust with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished, sportcatalysts, sport pre-muffler, sport air filter, EU- or Export-Sound, upgrade for vehicles with
original sound switch exhaust
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.751.072.010
Art. Nr.: P70.751.072.010UM

24:00
Powerkit IV 600 hp / 850 Nm Sport exhaust with sound control+
Powerkit IV with about 600 hp and 850 Nm for 970 Turbo with additional ECU, sport-exhaust
with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished, sport-catalysts,
sport pre-muffler, sport air filter, EU- or Export-Sound, for vehicles without original sound
switch exhaust, includes the conversion to control the sound switch via seperate switch
button
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.751.072.020
Art. Nr.: P70.751.072.020UM

Powerkits Panamera Turbo
72:00
Powerkit V 620 hp / 870 Nm Sport exhaust with sound control UPGRADE
Powerkit V with about 620 hp and 870 Nm for 970 Turbo with modified ECU, sport-exhaust
with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished, sport-catalysts,
sport pre-muffler, sport air filter, EU- or Export-Sound, upgrade for vehicles with original
sound switch exhaust
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.751.073.010
Art. Nr.: P70.751.073.010UM

72:00
Powerkit V 620 hp / 870 Nm Sport exhaust with sound control
Powerkit V with about 620 hp and 870 Nm for 970 Turbo with modified ECU, sport-exhaust
with sound control, 4 x 100mm tailpipes, surface stainless steel polished, sport-catalysts,
sport pre-muffler, sport air filter, EU- or Export-Sound, for vehicles without original sound
switch exhaust, includes the conversion to control the sound switch via seperate switch
button
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.751.073.020
Art. Nr.: P70.751.073.020UM

Interior
Fabric, leather and microfiber and also
carbon, stainless steel, aluminium and
wood. In combination with entertainment and multimedia. Various forms
and colors in any thinkable version.
Also here the best materials are used
and technology on the newest state of
the things. No matter whether tone in
tone, Bi-color or a mix from the respective materials, in creating the interior the-

re are nearly no borders placed. In the
course of the years all this only became
possible by an intensive collaboration
with the most different companies who
have specialized themself in individualizing interiors.
Here it is exclusively pure manual labour
and the standards in quality and processing are exceptionally high. Please
notice that a listing of all products and

variations in the interior is in this prospect not possible because of the large
ammount of opportunities.
Please send us your enquiry direct to
info@speedART.de. We will send you as
soon as possible our response and a detailed offer.
„Temptations you should give in. Who
knows if they come back!“
Oscar Wilde

24:00

Interior

Instrument dials
Instrument dials for all Panamera models, color of the instrument dials freely selectable,
speedART Logo
				
Fitting				

Art. Nr.: P70.450.310.010
Art. Nr.: P70.450.310.010UM

01:00

Aluminium pedal set for manual gearbox
4-pieces: foot rest, gas pedal, clutch and brake in aluminium
				
Fitting				

Art. Nr.: P70.950.310.010
Art. Nr.: P70.950.310.010UM

01:00

Aluminium pedal set for TIPTRONIC
3-pieces: foot rest, gas pedal and brake in aluminium
				
Fitting				

Art. Nr.: P70.950.310.011
Art. Nr.: P70.950.310.011UM

Interior
00:30
F1-TIPTRONIC Airbag sport steering wheel 365mm Leather
F1-TIPTRONIC Airbag sport steering wheel 365mm, airbag color and leather freely selectable, ring in perforated black leather with TIPTRONIC F1-shift paddles, Inclusive adapter,
not for vehicles with multifunction fields
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.550.010.TIP
Art. Nr.: P70.550.010.TIPUM
Image similar

00:30
F1-TIPTRONIC Airbag sport steering wheel 365mm Leather/Aluminium
F1-TIPTRONIC Airbag sport steering wheel 365mm, airbag color and leather freely selectable, ring in perforated black leather with aluminium applications and TIPTRONIC F1-shift
paddles, Inclusive adapter, not for vehicles with multifunction fields
		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.550.020.TIP
Art. Nr.: P70.550.020.TIPUM

120:00

Stitching package
Stitching package, contains: seats inclusive arm rest, instrument panel upper section, center console, door panels upper section (breast wall), color freely selectable
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.550.310.010UM

240:00

Interior

Leather package 1
Leather package 1, contains: seats inclusive arm rest, instrument panel upper section,
center console, door panels upper section (breast wall), door panel arm rest
color and leather freely selectable
Fitting				

Art. Nr.: P70.550.300.001UM

240:00

Leather package 2
Leather package 2, contains leather package 1 plus: instrument panel lower section,
door panels (door handles, plain surfaces), entrance blends, pillar casing lower section,
fond casing (trunk), seat casing, color and leather freely selectable
Fitting				

Art. Nr.: P70.550.300.002UM

240:00

Leather package 3
Leather package 3, contains leather package 1 and 2 plus: complete roof, pillar casing
upper section, sun visors, carpet complete, color of carpet and leather freely selectable
Fitting				

Art. Nr.: P70.550.300.003UM

120:00

Interior
Carbon package
Carbon package, contains instrument frame upper section (2-pieces), instrument frame
lower section, door sills front r+l, door sills rear r+l, ignition blend, blend beside ignition,
entrance blends front l+r, entrance blends rear r+l, ashtray cover front, frame „SportChrono“, shift knob frame, rear center console (6-pieces), passenger seat sill, interior light
frame, surface shiny or matt, all parts in exchange
Carbon black		
Carbon special color		
Fitting		

Art. Nr.: P70.370.150.010
Art. Nr.: P70.370.150.020
Art. Nr.: P70.370.150.020UM

08:00

Colored safety seat belts
Set of colored safety seat belts, color freely selectable, parts in exchange
				
Fitting				

Art. Nr.: P70.500.310.010
Art. Nr.: P70.500.310.010UM

Floor mats
Floor mats with speedART logo, color freely selectable
				

Art. Nr.: P70.950.310.090

